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EDITOR’S
LETTER

Welcome back!
Funding projects to eradicate poverty and injustice in developing countries is one of the most
important outcomes and benefits of TRAID’s
work to divert clothing from landfill. In 2009,
TRAID allocated half a million pounds to eight
new development projects in Africa and Asia. In
this issue, discover how TRAID funds are helping to fight child labour in the textile
industry, promote ethical trade, increase
incomes, establish clean energy in one of the
world’s remotest communities and much more.
International model and broadcaster Erin
O’Connor saw for herself how TRAID funding
changes lives. She travelled to India to meet
with women embroidery home workers benefitting from a project to increase wages for their
skilled work. Read Erin’s diary, a moving and
inspiring account of her fact finding mission
for TRAID.

Recycling and reusing textiles is the beating
heart of TRAID’s charitable work but the
‘competition and lunacy’ in the sector is putting
our ability to fund at risk. In this issue, TRAID
CEO Maria Chenoweth-Casey calls for private
companies running charity branded banks to
disclose how much of your clothes donation are
benefitting charity.
Other things TRAID has been getting excited
about include the opening of our 11th shop in
Clapham and the launch of TRAIDremade.com
– our new online shop selling beautiful recycled
clothes and accessories online and worldwide!
Plus, Sew Bad? Fear not, take part in one of
TRAID’s Sew Good Workshops in 2010 and learn
to remake and mend.
Enjoy the Issue!
Leigh (TRAID Editor in Chief) x

WeavIng a
faIrer future
My journey began in a whirlwind of sweltering
chaos as I struggled through the meandering
crowds at Delhi airport. Two taxis later I arrived
at the hotel and was welcomed by cheerful staff
and the type of remarkable strength air conditioning that freezes your expression and sets
your hair all at once.
Excited and with no time to adjust to my new
time zone I was back on the road and on my
way to Rajiv Nagar, a resettlement slum in East
Delhi to visit an Embroidery Centre for local
women home workers. It’s one of three Embroidery Centres funded by UK based charity
TRAID (Textile Recycling for Aid and International Development). I’m here on a fact finding
visit on behalf of this fantastic charity which
raises urgently needed funds for development
work by diverting textiles from landfill, and
reselling the best in second hand in its much
loved charity shops.
The centre is run by the Self Employed Women’s
Association (SEWA) the biggest women’s trade
union in India. ‘Sanjay Bhai’ or ‘Brother Sanjay’
introduced me to the women in the centre. He is
known to all the women as ‘brother’ and heads
SEWA Delhi. Sanjay started his career with
SEWA nine years ago by organising women
vendors in Delhi and works tirelessly with a
female team to empower some of the poorest
women workers in the world.
The centre exists as a thriving hub for women
embroidery home workers who are all members
of SEWA. The main purpose of the centre is to
bring women workers and buyers together to
increase their incomes and make them visible
in the textile supply chain. It’s also a central
and communal space where the women can
work, chat and to my amusement, discuss
their husbands.
The centre was a modest single room with a few
tables and chairs where twenty or so women
had gathered in wonderfully colourful saris
waiting for my arrival. Here I met the women
home workers doing exquisite and labour
intensive hand embroidery for clothes that
will eventually reach the shiny windows of
high street and high fashion stores in London
and beyond.

The women I met beamed shy smiles and
seemed excited to welcome another woman into
the fold. There was an overwhelming sense of
pride in the air as Sanjay began to explain that
I was there to take on board their thoughts and
feelings and act as their messenger to the UK.
The women were keen to offer me tips on what
colour saris I should wear. Black seemed
to be the general consensus which is funny
really as the fashion industry tends to favour
me in black too! Babies and marriage were a
continuous theme… ‘Why haven’t you done it
yet? Do you plan to?’ they asked. ‘Yes and yes.’
I blushed. They wished me luck. Also on the
agenda was the length of my hair. ‘Why do you
cut it short?’ They were intrigued telling me
that long hair was a sign of beauty in their culture. I told them I felt more feminine this way
and they responded with giggles and puzzled
expressions. We all agreed though that it was
far less maintenance.
I developed a deeper appreciation of how highly
skilled the women’s embroidery work is when
I was invited to sit at an embroidery table and
have a go. A young trainee directed my fumbling fingers over a blank canvas with only the
vaguest of chalk marks as guidance. My work
left something to be desired, especially as I saw
her fingers fly over the fabric with such ease,
but for the first time, I absolutely understood
how much work and talent goes into completing
one single garment.
While retailers give some work to the embroidery centres there is capacity for so much more.
The women I met were poor but eager to work.
It is quite simple, the more work given to SEWA
embroidery centres by retailers, the stronger the
potential for thousands of women to rise from
poverty and make a better life for themselves
and their families. For retailers, it’s also a win
win situation as the conditions under which
these women are making clothes is fair, secure
and without exploitation. TRAID funding has
also provided a modest sized education centre
for the children of women workers belonging
to the centre, and one of my favourite moments
of the trip was visiting them. From outside, we
heard lots of little voices singing ‘twinkle, twinkle, little star’ – and I later learned that they
had performed the song especially for our visit.

It really hit home to me that these were the
children of some of the women workers I had
met and talked with, and I was deeply inspired
that this sea of tiny faces were benefiting right
now from the changes in the working lives of
their mothers.
I’ve returned from Delhi with a key message
that home working is a reality in almost all
textile supply chains. Embroidery and handicraft work does get outsourced and as consumers of fashion, we need to encourage much more
engagement by retailers with organisations like
SEWA. This amazing project is all about bringing women home workers together with buyers
and retailers to cut out the middle men, and
make sure they get fair wages and support. This
is the best way to keep the cycle going ensuring
a steady work stream for the women who work
at the Embroidery Centres, and to secure funds
for SEWA to replicate this successful model
elsewhere. And, yes it really works!

I love fashion, and celebrate it as part of
my industry. But it struck me forcefully
that I had known very little of the time and
effort that goes into making the clothes that
adorn the rails of our high street. For my
part I hope to act as messenger in highlighting
some of the issues raised to me in the presence
of these exceptional women.
Back at home, we can help by supporting the
fantastic charitable work of TRAID by shopping
in their sustainable charity shops and recycling
our unwanted clothes with them so they can
continue to raise funds to support projects like
this. It was a real privilege to meet Sanjay and
all the women working with SEWA. My perspective has been enriched and it is impossible not
to be awed by the resilience and creative force
of women that merely ask for their skill in the
global supply chain to be acknowledged and
fairly paid.
www.traid.org.uk
www.sewabharat.org

Image: Erin is shown the intricacies of sequin and appliqué
bead work by a SEWA member. Photo by Rufus Exton.
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Celebrities including Emma Thompson, Ridley
Scott, Julian Clary and Terry Gilliam all donated
clothes they wanted to be restyled by TRAID as
part of the launch of Camden Council’s ‘small
steps’ campaign. Our TRAIDremade designers
got busy with sewing machines, thread and scissors to create gorgeous recycled pieces guaranteed to please even the most fashion conscious
A-list celeb.

When I visited TRAID’S HQ two years ago,
I didn’t expect to be put in mind of the Great
Gatsby. But when I saw TRAID’s sorters flinging
clothes off the conveyor into suitable containers
– shirts here, trousers there – I was reminded
of the charming scene in which Robert Redford
tosses brightly coloured shirts in the air to
celebrate his first meeting, after all those years,
with his beloved.

Visiting TRAID HQ taught me how crazy it is
to waste clothes as we do in Britain – hundreds
of thousands of tons dumped each year. But
that’s a gloomy lesson. More cheerful was my
trip with TRAID’s Lyla Patel to a fashion show
in Brighton where young offenders customised
outfits using second-hand garments. The
young people were transformed, and not
only on the outside.

We also ran one of TRAID’s hugely popular Sew
Good workshops to show Camden residents how
to be more sustainable by learning a few simple
clothes remaking skills. Participants brought
along a piece of clothing they no longer wore to
alter and refashion. They then got the chance
to style their outfit and be photographed by We
Are Photo Girls, a collective working with people
of all ages to encourage creativity and positive
body image through photography.

OK, you might think this overstates things a
bit. Perhaps, but there’s something genuinely
joyous – delightful - about all the unwanted
clothing that is sent to TRAID being given fresh
life. I came away inspired. I learned to darn and
patch jeans, snipped and torn sheets into strips,
which I used to crochet into bags and cushion
covers, and bought and modified clothes from
charity shops.

I bought myself a treadle-powered sewing
machine, cut old baby-grows into pieces and
stitched them together to make a rag-dress for
my daughter. With help, I made my own fitted
shirts – no less beautiful than Gatsby’s, if I say
so myself – as well as jeans, underpants (!) and
a pair of shoes.

TRAID’s Head of Education Lyla Patel said, “It
was great fun. The workshop was open to all
Camden residents and we worked with people
of all ages to show how easy it is to reduce
waste by learning how to sew and in the process,
revealing some of TRAID’s most closely guarded
remaking secrets!”
Workshop participants show off their creations.
Photo courtesy of Camden Council / We Are Photogirls

traId
clapham opens

traIdremade.com
launches!

It’s TRAID heaven in SW11! TRAID has
opened a second hand emporium in the heart
of Clapham - our eleventh charity shop.
TRAID Clapham sells our signature hand
sorted high street, vintage and designer
clothes, shoes and accessories – all reclaimed
from the public via TRAID’s network of recycling banks. Located on bustling St John’s Street,

TRAIDremade.com is now open for business.
We’ve been busy creating an online fashion
shop dedicated to selling TRAIDremade’s
eco fabulous clothes and accessories.
TRAIDremade.com features stunning and
sustainably produced womenswear and
accessories made exclusively from textiles
that would otherwise be thrown away. The
collection is updated weekly and customers
can buy from around the world.

TRAID customers flick through well stocked rails.
Photo by Caroline Purday

TRAID Clapham is attracting local fashion aficionados, bargain hunters and families looking for
the best in affordable ethical fashion for women,
men and children.
TRAID Clapham, 28 St John’s Road, Clapham,
London, SW11 1PW, 020 7924 3065

TRAIDremade is the ethical fashion brainchild
of TRAID’s CEO Maria Chenoweth-Casey who
started the label as a way to divert damaged textiles and clothes from landfill. She said, “Over
the years, we have had many people wanting to
buy TRAIDremade who can’t get to one of our
charity shops. Now, in a few clicks, anyone
wanting to buy ethically produced handmade
garments can do so. It’s incredibly exciting!”

Doing the work myself, I appreciate how much
work is involved – a jumper, if you paid somebody just the minimum wage to spin and knit
the wool, would cost more than £500. But most
importantly I’ve enjoyed myself. Thanks, TRAID,
for putting me on that path.
Through The Eye Of A Needle: The true story
of a man who went searching for meaning
and ended up making his Y-fronts is available
on Amazon

HALF A MILLION ALLOCATED
TO FIGHT GLOBAL POVERTY
In November 2009, TRAID allocated half a million pounds to eight international development
partners delivering projects to lift people out
of poverty.
The projects TRAID chose to fund address the
problem of poverty in different ways - from
preventing the unchecked and widespread use
of child labour to grow cotton seed in South East
India, to providing long term solutions for clean
energy in one of the world’s remotest regions in
Nepal, to doubling the wages of women living
in the slums of East Delhi embroidering clothes
destined for our local high street.
What unites these projects is identifying the
main constraints to opportunities faced by
people living in some of the worlds poorest
communities, and then empowering them with
what they need to change their situation. This
may be microfinance to set up a business, better
irrigation to farm under changing climatic conditions or membership to an organisation where

lIghts go
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future
ahead
for TRAID
partner
SolarAId

A Malagasy nurse monitors the weight and nutrition of babies
in remote villages in Southern Madagascar. Photo by TRAID.

Elsewhere, it is business as usual as we wait
for the generator to kick in. Across the office,
the unmistakable laugh of Tsina, volunteer
coordinator extraordinaire, bounds off the walls.
Untiring in her vivacity, she is today juggling
an airport run to collect the latest intake of
international volunteers, establishing the schedule for this month’s school building activities,
providing a much-needed debrief for weary
staff newly returned from the bush, and ensuring plans for the retirement party of Azafady’s
founder meet her exacting degree of organisational precision.

the most disempowered can negotiate for
better wages and safer working conditions.
Increasingly, TRAID aim to link the development projects we support to our own work to
protect the environment and combat the negative
impacts of the textile industry through reuse
and recycling. With climate change hitting
developing countries hardest, TRAID partners
like SolarAid, the Nepal Trust and Excellent
Development put the environment at the heart
of development. TRAID is also supporting
projects addressing the problems faced by
people working at the bottom of the textile
industry supply chain, especially women
and children.
We couldn’t fund these projects without you.
Thank you for donating your unwanted clothes
to us and for buying affordable ethical fashion
from TRAID shops.
Find out more about the projects we’re supporting in 2010 on page 8 and 9.

Nearly all households in Myegha, a village near
Jenda in Malawi, have switched to using eco
friendly micro solar light bulbs and in doing so,
are relegating harmful and expensive kerosene
to history. TRAID funding has enabled Solar
Aid to train groups in Malawi to make and
market solar devices to light homes and charge
radios and mobile phones. With training complete, solar entrepreneurs introduced people in
Myegha to the benefits of smokeless solar products for the first time and sold 46 products as
villagers were quick to see the benefits of clean
cost effective energy!

TRAID’s three year project with the innovative
charity SolarAid has come to an end, and it’s
been an enormous success. Nick Sireau, Project
Director at SolarAid and Jeremy Leggett, Chairman at SolarAid wrote to tell us how TRAID
funds helped transform a bright idea into a
successful charity.
Dear TRAID,
As we enter the final month (December 2009)
of the funding period for the Malawi project,
I wanted to say a huge thank you on behalf
of everyone at SolarAid for your support.
Without your help, SolarAid would not be
where we are now. TRAID was the first donor
to provide significant funding to our work.
You helped us develop and refine our microenterprise model, which we are now rolling out
in four countries.

Image Above: Kenyan farmer earning a more stable income
from his harvest. Photo courtesy of Africa Now.

Mathias Chikuse Chirwa is fairly typical of
families in the village. He has a family house
and used three lamps consuming around 5 litres
of Kerosene a month, a drain on his finances.
After finding out how he could use solar products in his home, he invested in a micro solar
panel. He has now not only eliminated the
harmful smoke emitted by Kerosene in his home,
but also charges his community cheap rates to
charge their mobile phones, rather than making the half an hour trip to Jenda. The money
saved is being used to buy more food and to help
members of his extended family.
www.solar-aid.org

You provided the seed funding that then allowed
us to raise more funding from other donors.
You backed SolarAid when it was just Nick,
working from home, trying to set this all up!
Since that time, we now work in five countries
in East Africa plus two countries in South
America. We’ve sold more than 13,000 solar
products through our microentrepreneurs, we’ve
installed more than 50 solar systems on schools,
clinics and community centres, and have set up
a schools programme in the UK. Without your
help, none of this would have been possible.
So thank you for everything you’ve done for
SolarAid and its beneficiaries.
All the best!
Nick and Jeremy

DEVELOPMENT IN
ACTION - A Day In
the LIfe of Azafady
Samm Short, Azafady’s Project Development
Specialist reports.
It is mid-morning, and the electricity has been
off for over an hour. In the searing heat of a
Malagasy summer, Azafady staff put pen to
paper in a fevered effort to work through the
power cut; there are after all deadlines that have
to be met, with or without a computer. In just
6 days time it will be World Aids Day (December
1 2009), and the Mampisaina team are working
flat out preparing an education and awareness
raising initiative for the local schools utilising
art as a medium for exploring what still remains
a highly taboo subject. Mamy, the resident
Doctor and project leader, has called in all
available resources, and each staff member
now has a pile of red ribbon and safety pins
on their desk, waiting to be made into the universal symbol for HIV awareness.

This afternoon holds the promise of greatness –
two shining red motorbikes, having been held
in customs for well over a month due to the
difficulties associated with establishing a transitional government, are finally due to arrive.
Lahery, the logistical whizz (who also happens to have a not inconsiderable knowledge
of motorbikes) has been on the phone with
the garage where they are currently under
construction, and the anticipation amongst the
staff is tangible. These long-awaited bikes will
enable Azafady’s life-saving nutritional health
programme, part funded by TRAID, to reach
40,000 isolated pregnant women, mothers and
children, desperately in need of the project’s
growth monitoring, complementary food and
hospital referral services. Given the devastating
effects of 2009’s food security crisis in the very
villages where the project works, the arrival of
the bikes symbolises the hopes and prayers of
everyone here.

It is almost midday when the skies split and let
loose a torrent of the rain that has been building
for the last few days. The landscape is obliterated by the rain and swamp-like puddles form
in the sandy soil. Lomba, head of the town’s
urban sanitation project, hurries between offices
with a shirt pulled over his head, anxious that
plans for the Australian First Secretary’s arrival
go unhindered by this latest intrusion. She is
due to arrive tomorrow afternoon, to officiate
the opening of a new public toilet for Amparihy,
one of the most overcrowded quartiers in the
town. With no sanitation infrastructure available to the majority of the town’s population, the
impact of public defecation had reached crisis
point – no longer just marring the local beaches,
it had spread to the shores of Lake Amparihy
and the town’s water supply, increasing fears
over the already horrific prevalence of diarrhoeal diseases. When 1 in 10 children die before
the age of 5 from illnesses associated with lack
of clean drinking water, provision of a public
toilet and the health and hygiene education
that is part and parcel of the project is cause for
celebration indeed.
With a bit of luck, come tomorrow the electricity
will be back on, the rain will have stopped, and
the ceremony can go ahead as planned, complete
with a plethora of local song and dance, and
maybe even a glass of rum, to welcome the First
Secretary in the traditional style. But for now,
Azafady staff will continue as they always do,
preparing for the worst, hoping for the best, and
meeting whatever new challenges are thrown at
them with a smile and a laugh. After all, this is
Madagascar.
TRAID has funded Azafady since 2001. To find
out more about its work, or to find out how to
volunteer in Madagascar visit www.azafady.org

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT 2010

Africa Now
£50,000 to Africa Now to alleviate poverty
across Kenya by empowering over 30,000
households to benefit from the opportunities
posed by increased global trade. Through its
Ethical Business Services team Africa Now will
train supervisors and worker committees in
textile factories to ensure adherence to international labour standards, leading to improved job
security and working conditions for over 25,000
low-income workers.
The project also assists 5,000 smallholder tea,
coffee and vegetable farmers to earn higher
and more stable incomes whilst protecting their
environment through gaining Fairtrade and
Rainforest Alliance certification.
Established in 1981, Africa Now believes that
ethical business and trade offer the most effective and lasting route out of poverty and that
market based opportunities can be accessed by
the very poorest households. Working with
marginalised farmers and producers, Africa
Now assists them in identifying new market
opportunities, gaining access to the necessary
training, savings and credit facilities, and market links in order that hardworking households
can improve their income on a lasting basis.

Image: Young girls working in bonded labour schemes in
textile spinning mills in Tamil, Nadu, India.
Photo courtesy of the International Childcare Trust

International
Childcare Trust
£69,982 to the International Childcare Trust to
provide support for girls working in India’s textile spinning mills. Dindigul District, a region in
the south of Tamil Nadu, is well known throughout India for its thriving textile industry. Every
year, schemes known as ‘sumangali thittam’
(marriage plans) lure thousands of girls, often
from poor rural communities, into the garment
industry with an incentive of earning their own
dowry at the end of a three-year apprenticeship.
Instead these young girls end up working in
deplorable conditions, returning to their families
years later empty-handed due to a lack of legal
or regulatory protection. This three year project,
beginning in January 2010, will lobby government leaders and institutions to put an end to
‘bonded labour’ schemes and educate parents

Image: Kenyan farmer planting Rainforest Certified tea.
Photo courtesy of Africa Now.

www.africanow.org

Excellent
Development
and local community leaders about the exploitative working conditions that these children are
subjected to - particularly raising awareness
within the remote rural communities where
these children are often recruited. The project
will also provide vital support to girls working
in the textile mills, including healthcare, legal
advice and skills training to enable them to find
alternative employment opportunities. Ultimately, this project is about preventing children
from joining these schemes in the first place,
by improving education, providing alternative
livelihood options and raising awareness about
the reality of this work – enabling them to grow
up in a safe, secure and nurturing environment.
www.ict-uk.org

£14,000 to Excellent Development to build a
new sand dam and continue its work assisting
thousands of people in Africa to achieve long
term water and food security in a sustainable
way. TRAID has supported Excellent Development since 2007 donating a total of £74,767
enabling communities in Kenya to build 10 new
Sand Dams (sand dams store millions of litres
of clean water), plant 13,646 trees, create 3
tree nurseries, install 4 school water tanks
and terrace 27,894 metres of land.
www.excellentdevelopment.com

Nepal Trust

Pi Foundation

£74,765 to The Nepal Trust over three years
(2010 - 2013) to build a Clean Energy Workshop
to harness the power of the sun, wind and rain
in Humla, Nepal - one of the remotest regions
in the world. The Workshop will employ local
people to maintain solar, wind and micro-hydro
(water) installations generating clean energy for
off grid communities and improve the lives of
around 44,000 people by providing employment,
power for food production, training for local
people, hot water, improved sanitation and an
alternative to using harmful kerosene fuel for
lighting and cooking. www.nepaltrust.org

£87,014 to the Pi Foundation to release children
from bonded labour working in hazardous conditions in the hybrid cotton seed sector in South
East India. This project will last for three years
and begins in 2010. A key aim of the project will
be to create a demand for child labour free cotton
seeds. Approximately 200,000 children between
the ages of 5 - 14 are used in the delicate and
labour intensive process of cross pollinating
hybrid cotton plants by hand. Girls account
for 95% of the existing labour force typically
working for up to 13 hours per day for around
24p. In this kind of agricultural work, girls are
preferred for the dexterity of their fingers and
patience, alongside a deeply ingrained belief that
virgin girls will make the seed more fertile.

An essential aim of the project will be to prove
to farmers that seeds can be farmed without the
use of child labour, and still be profitable.
Pi Foundation and local partners will work with
small farmers and the seed company Nuziveedu
Seeds Ltd - the biggest private seed company
in the region - to develop and pilot a model that
proves child labour free hybrid seeds can be
produced at a competitive market rate.
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TRAIDREMADE
LATEST COLLECTION
TRAIDremade is an environmentally conscious
fashion label launched in 2002 by TRAID. Our
team design and produce gorgeous clothing for
women and men using second hand textiles that
would otherwise be thrown away.
Each piece is a complete one-off and sustainably
remade by hand at our workshop beside the seaside in Brighton. The profits raised from every
TRAIDremade sale is spent on projects to fight
global poverty and protect the environment.
Because TRAIDremade’s clothes are made by
hand from recycled fabrics, each piece is a complete one off. The garments featured are available in a range of colours, fabrics and prices.

Acknowledgements:
Photographer: Domenico Sassone
Models: Rufus (AMCK Models),
Agata Mazur, Jessica Piani
Stylist: Isabelle Goumal
Assistant Stylist Simone Sylvester
Hair: Gina Conway Aveda Salon
Make Up: Kathy Sung

Buy online at www.traidremade.com
TRAID Camden, 154 Camden High Road, NW1 0NE
TRAID Brighton, 39 Duke Street, Brighton, BN1 1AG
TRAID Brixton, 2 Acre Lane, London SW2 5SG

Photos:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. (Opposite Page)
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TRAId asks schools
to traId It on!

Sew bad?
Sew Good wIth TraId
Sew bad? Come to TRAID’s FREE sewing workshops, and learn to Sew Good!
Sew Good workshops are designed to help
people take control of their wardrobe and extend
the life of their clothes by teaching basic mending and remaking skills. Workshops are open to
everyone, regardless of skill level and take place
every month at TRAID Shepherds Bush.
For night owls, TRAID also runs evening workshops (Sew Good Lock In) at our flagship store
in Camden. Bring along a garment and the
TRAID Sew Good team will help you to remake
it into a gorgeous piece you’ll love again.
Lyla Patel, TRAID’s Head of Education said, “We
run our workshops in TRAID shops to give
participants hands on inspiration from the rails

of our fantastic second hand and vintage stock.
The techniques learned make clothes last longer.
All skills levels are welcome. It’s fun, ethical
and there is nothing like basking in the glow of
something that you have made yourself.”
Booking is essential. To reserve a place contact
Lyla Patel: lyla@traid.org.uk / 020 8733 2591
Monthly Saturday Workshops at TRAID
Shepherds Bush, 154 Uxbridge Road, W12 8AA,
11am – 3pm
January 30 // February 27 // March 27 //April 24
//May 29 // June 26 // July 31 // August 21 //
September 25 // October 30 // November 27
Quarterly Thursday Workshops at TRAID
Camden, 154 Camden High Street, NW1 0NE,
6pm – 9pm January 14 // April 8 // July 8 //
October 7

Lyla Patel, TRAID’s Head of Education reports
on our latest Education Initiative.
2010 sees the launch of TRAID It On – a recycling and textile collection service for primary
schools run by TRAID. Our team go into schools
delivering fun and informative assemblies
explaining the value of our clothes, how our
clothes can raise money to help some of the
world’s poorest communities and the importance
of reducing waste, reducing landfill and reducing climate change.
TRAID ask all pupils to take home a collection
bag and go through their wardrobes and attics
for unwanted clothes and textiles. TRAID then
bring the bags filled up by pupils to our warehouse in Wembley where we sort them for our
11 charity shops. Every single penny TRAID
raise from the clothes schools collect will support a charity project to lift some of the world’s
poorest people out of poverty.

textIle recyclIng
sector lacks
transparency
TRAID CEO Maria Chenoweth-Casey hits back.
TRAID’s clothes recycling banks are the life blood
of the charity raising nearly 2 Million Pounds
for international development projects to date,
diverting thousands of tonnes of textiles from
landfill sites in the UK and funding environmental and recycling workshops reaching over
16,000 children and young people annually.
Our fundraising method is remarkable because
the mechanism – diverting clothes from landfill
– has huge environmental and social value. This
includes cutting the CO2 emissions that contribute
to climate change by 14 tonnes for every tonne
of textile TRAID collect, reuse and recycle. At
the same time, we raise urgently needed funds to
support development projects from the resale of
donated textiles.
Although vital to TRAID, our green recycling
banks don’t usually excite journalists, who prefer
writing about our much loved second hand shops
or our recycled label TRAIDremade. Until now....

In November 2009, I spoke to the Guardian newspaper about the competition and lunacy in the
clothes recycling sector as textile collectors (from
commercials to bogus traders) compete aggressively for clothes in a booming market. One of
the impacts has been increased theft. Yes, people
really do steal from charity banks and we’ve
experienced problems with organised gangs and
opportunistic theft. To counter this, TRAID is
mid way through an extensive programme to
theft proof our banks.
While theft is a problem, the main threat to
TRAID is the explosion of textile recycling banks
which are run by commercial textile merchants
entering into partnerships with charities that
don’t have shops. Recently, TRAID has been
asked to vacate a number of long held sites in
pubs, churches, shopping parades and community centres to be replaced by these charity banks.
Our objections aren’t sour grapes. It’s lack of
transparency. While these banks carry full
charity branding, they do not disclose the

In 2010, TRAID will donate all the money to our
international development partner Excellent
Development working in Africa to improve water
security by building sand dams (an ingenious
way of storing millions of litres of clean water).
TRAID will directly link schools to the project
with a free education resource pack and pupils
will see for themselves how their unwanted
clothes will help to secure water for communities, including school children, in drought
prone Kenya.
I’ve been delivering TRAID’s education programme to children, young people and teachers
since 2005 to inspire more recycling and raise
awareness of the true cost of clothes on our
planet, and people’s lives. This scheme enables
pupils to play a vital role in TRAID’s work to
divert clothes from landfill by recycling, helping
to stock our charity shops, and raising funds
to fight poverty and injustice by the resale of the
clothes they collect. Children are the best advocates for change and by asking pupils to recycle
at home, TRAID It On take textile recycling
messages out of the classroom and into
the wider community.
If there is a school that you think would be
interested in running TRAID It On please call
me on 020 8733 2531 or email lyla@traid.org.uk

percentage that goes to the charity – which is
often as little as £50 per tonne - and fail to state
that your donations also benefit commercial companies. This is misleading to the public and to the
businesses persuaded to site these banks. When
people choose to donate to a charity branded
bank, they expect their donations to fully benefit
that charity.
TRAID donate 100% of the profits raised from
your donations to meet our charitable objectives
to protect the environment, reduce landfill and
fight global poverty. This is why TRAID is fighting against losing sites to banks generating only
a fraction of the charitable income we can raise,
and is lobbying for every textile recycling bank
to contain clear and compulsory information
about which organisations are benefiting from
your donations, and by how much.
Make sure 100% of your donation goes to
charity by giving your unwanted clothes
to TRAID.
Image: Primary schools take part in TRAID It On.
Photo TRAID.

TRAID
TREND
TRACKER
Now the winter nights have drawn in and
the days are short, finding the perfect winter
warmer can be tough, even more so in the midst
of a recession. That’s where TRAID comes in.
With our continual stock of pre-loved winter
wear to choose from, you’re never too far from
an instant style update. Trend Tracker arms you
with the inside know how to get the best from
our stores and now we’ve said good bye to the
noughties, it’s all about individuality, knowing
what suits you and working it! The top trends
you should be looking out for and making your
own this season are:

Extravaganza
Any fashionista worth her weight in clothes
will be shimmying and shining in this season’s
sequins. It is time to release your inner magpie
ladies as sequins are everywhere. From boyfriend blazers to harem pants, leggings to that
all important LBD (little black dress), there is
no escaping this trend. Glitzy and fun they’re
a perfect way to lighten your mood this winter.
With this trend, understatement is a no-no.
The cardinal rule is the flashier and trashier,
the better.

BEING...
MarIa Chenoweth-Casey
Knit Wit

Image: Model wears TRAIDremade 09/10 collection.
Photo Domenico Sansone.

Once sidelined as a mere winter accessory,
knitwear is taking the spotlight as the main
attraction. Big, colourful and adventurous is
the order of the day. Whether your preference is
patterned or textured, sloppy or sleek, decorative knits have made a return in a big way. The
chicest of ways to wear this trend is in layers.
Think legwarmers over leggings and topped off
with a vibrant cardi-coat, knitted beanie or this
season’s must have snood. Finally, your Christmas jumper lovingly made by Gran is in fashion.
Wear it with pride!

You Sexy Punk
Ever since punk exploded in the late 70’s courtesy of Dame Vivienne Westwood, its stayed in
the fashion mix, constantly being reinvented
and updated. Its latest incarnation sees punk
glammed up to the max with (fake) fur coats,
and ripped tights styled with Dr Martins.
Leather and studs is the ultimate combo and
appear on everything from elbow length gloves
to skirts and thigh high boots. If you are not
brave enough to go for the full punk style, team
a frilly party dress with a tough leather jacket
and ankle boots to add an edgy twist to this
season’s look.

What drives your work as CEO of TRAID?
People are talking about climate change but
not about consumer change. We need to start
caring about the destruction over consumption
has on the planet and people’s lives. There is so
little interest in how our clothes can be so cheap
and there needs to be more awareness about the
conditions that clothes and other products are
made in. How much are workers getting paid?
Can they afford to eat? Is there a toilet? Do their
kids go to school? I’ve worked at TRAID for ten
years and am still passionate about what I do
because we are dealing with over consumption
by offering an alternative to the clothes industry
that works. At the same time we’re reducing
waste, protecting the environment and raising
money to fund projects which are changing
people’s lives.
Three reasons to wear second hand.
Amazing sustainable fashion labels reusing
textiles (TRAIDremade, NOKI NHS, Junky
Styling), protecting the environment by getting
the most out of clothes, not participating in
mainstream fashion.
Which is your favourite TRAID shop?
TRAID Camden is my local. It’s not far
from where I live and whenever I stop off
I always find something lovely to wear usually TRAIDremade.
Who or what is your fashion inspiration?
Nostalgia is my fashion inspiration. Clothes
from the past which were made to last.

TRAID’s
Top Ten
Shop
Sounds

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Little Boxes, Regina Spektor
Peaches, The Stranglers
Rabbit Heart (Raise it up), Florence and the Machine
Ghost ‘n’ Stuff, Deadmau5
The Bends, Radiohead
New York, New York, Frank Sinatra
Killing Me Softly, Roberta Flack
Enjoy the Silence, Depeche Mode
Me, Myself and I, De La Soul
Anything Goes, Ella Fitzgerald

Worst fashion mistake, go on, you can
tell us…
Ha! When I was a teenager, I used to make my
own clothes every Saturday, and then wear them
out on Saturday night in Weston-Super-Mare.
Through the night, my creations would slowly
fall apart bit by bit. I wish TRAID’s Sew Good
Workshops had been around then.
Best sustainable fashion tip?
Don’t believe the hype.
www.traid.org.uk

BAGSY
YOURS
TRAIDremade has designed a super limited
edition of gorgeous eco bags exclusively for
Timberland and in stock now. Made from recycled Timberland shirts and jackets as well as
reclaimed leathers and denim, the bags feature
four silhouettes: the Regent Denim, Regent
Leather, Brunswick Leather Shopper and
Preston Leather.
Head of TRAIDremade Paula Kirkwood said,
“It’s incredibly exciting to have created this
collection of bags for Timberland. We’ve
reincarnated unwanted jackets, leather, shirts
and denims into must have bags that are fashionable, functional and ethical.”

As part of its commitment to socially responsible
retailing, Timberland is working closely with
TRAID in other ways to boost clothes recycling
in store. The innovative Change Your Wardrobe,
Change Their Lives scheme offers Timberland
customers 20% off new purchases when they
recycle clothes they no longer need or want.
TRAID then resell clothing donated by Timberland to raise money to support international
development projects.
Buy TRAIDremade for Timberland bags at
Timberland Regent Street and Timberland
Fournier Street.
www.timberland.com

Head of Timberland Marketing UK Jo Fisher
said, “Timberland is proud to partner TRAID,
as both companies have similar goals of producing fashionable and functional products whilst
maintaining a strong social conscience and
positive community interaction”.

TRAIDremade for Timberland bag -100% recycled.
Photo courtesy of Timberland

TRAID GIft Vouchers
NOW AVAILABLE
Looking for the perfect ethical fashion gift?
Know someone who loves TRAID? Stuck for
a gift idea? Buy a TRAID gift voucher to use in
any of our shops. You’ll also get a free card
from a charming range featuring original
illustrations especially for TRAID by artist
Mary Pullen.

Cards are blank inside and also available to buy
separately for the perfect, and perfectly adorable, birthday or thank you card. Choose from a
range of four cards either individually or in sets.
Buy in TRAID shops now.
www.traid.org.uk // www.marypullen.co.uk

New In Store
DonatIon PoInts
Clothes Recycling Banks have been installed in
every TRAID charity shop to make it as easy as
possible for customers to donate unwanted
clothing. We asked Zerofee (an ethical design
company) to come up with an easy to use bank
made from environmentally friendly materials
that would last a long time. After testing a few
prototypes, we chose a bank made from tubes
of industrial strength cardboard. It’s strong
(these tubes are used in building and construc-

tion work to create concrete pillars) and because
it’s made from cardboard it will biodegrade. So,
next time you’re shopping at TRAID, remember
to bring in your unwanted clothes, shoes and
accessories and just pop them into the recycling
bank. We urgently need your clothes donations
to continue our work to raise funds to fight
global poverty and protect the environment. Last
year, your support enabled TRAID to raise half a
million pounds!

AboutUs
DIVERTED OVER 25,000 TONNES OF TEXTILES FROM LANDFILL
FOR REUSE AND RECYCLING // REDUCED CARBON EMISSIONS
BY 350,000 TONNES // EDUCATED 37,000 CHILDREN, YOUNG
PEOPLE and adults TO ENCOURAGE MORE TEXTILE RECYCLING
FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE // DONATED NEARLY TWO MILLION
POUNDS TO FUND PROJECTS FIGHTING POVERTY AND INJUSTICE //
CHANGED THE FACE OF SECOND HAND RETAIL BY ESTABLISHING
CHARITY SHOPS PEOPLE WANT TO SHOP IN // REUSE AND RECYCLE A WHOPPING 92 PERCENT OF CLOTHES DONATED TO TRAID //
FOUNDED IN-HOUSE ETHICAL FASHION LABEL TRAIDREMADE
IN 2002 TO CREATE GLORIOUS CLOTHES RECYCLED FROM
TEXTILE WASTE.
What is TRAID?

Is TRAID a commercial clothes recycler?

TRAID (Textile Recycling for Aid and International Development) launched as a charity in
1999 with a mission to PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT and FIGHT GLOBAL POVERTY by
reusing and recycling the UK public’s unwanted
clothes. TRAID reduces waste by preventing
unwanted clothes going to landfill (over 25,000
tonnes to date) via our network of over 950
TRAID Clothes Recycling Banks. TRAID then
resell your donations in our 11 charity shops
raising substantial funds to support international development projects. In TRAID’s last
funding round (2009) we committed half a
million pounds.

No! TRAID is a UK registered not for profit
charity (297489). All profits raised are ploughed
back into TRAID’s work to protect the environment and fight global poverty. Please recycle
your unwanted clothes with TRAID where all
the profits raised support the charity’s work.

What happens to the donations made
to TRAID?
TRAID experts hand sort and grade all donations checking for quality and damage. The
crème de la crème is resold in TRAID’s 11 shops
(regularly cited by the press as some of the best
charity shops in the land). The rest is sold on to
wholesale for reuse and recycling. All the cash
we make from reselling unwanted clothing
support our charitable objectives.

What’s TRAIDremade?
It’s TRAID’s ethical fashion label creating gorgeous handmade garments exclusively from
textiles that would otherwise be thrown away.
Set up in 2002, TRAIDremade creates two
collections a year providing fashion lovers
with an antidote to the high street. You can buy
TRAIDremade online at www.traidremade.com,
or in our Brighton, Brixton and Camden shops.
What sort of Education work does TRAID do?
Loads! TRAID’s education team works directly
with thousands of young people in schools and
communities every year to unpick the issues
across clothes waste, reuse, climate change,
ethical fashion and global poverty. We’ve also
launched a new primary schools collection
service called TRAID It On. Contact TRAID’s
Head of Education Lyla Patel to find out more
about the range of workshops, assemblies and
education resources we offer.
lyla@traid.org.uk / 020 8733 2591

Find a TRAID Bank
TRAID Clothes Recycling Banks are located
in many regions across the UK. Visit
www.traid.org.uk and use our bank locator
to find your nearest bank.
Find a TRAID Shop
TRAID Brighton, 39 Duke Street, Brighton,
BN1 1AG, 01273 746 346
TRAID Brixton, 2 Acre Lane, London,
SW2 5SG, 020 7326 4330
TRAID Camden, 154 Camden High Road,
London, NW1 0NE, 020 7485 5253
TRAID Clapham, 28 St John’s Road, London,
SW11 1PW, 020 7924 3065
TRAID Hammersmith, 119 King Street,
London, W6 9JG, 020 8748 5946
TRAID Harrow, 324d Station Road, London,
HA1 2DX, 020 8424 8198
TRAID Holloway, 375 Holloway Road,
London, N7 0RN, 020 7700 0087
TRAID Kilburn, 109 Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6 6HY, 020 7328 1453
TRAID Shepherd’s Bush, 154 Uxbridge Road,
London, W12 8AA, 020 8811 2400
TRAID Westbourne Grove, 61 Westbourne
Grove, London, W2 4UA, 020 7221 2421
TRAID Wood Green, 51 – 53 High Street,
Wood Green, London, N22 6BH, 020 8888 0077
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